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ABSTRACT : The assumption of independent execution of the component in the software reliability prediction
models using component-based approach is a simplification of the real work of the software. In this paper the
method of software reliability prediction that takes into account dependencies between software components is
described. It uses higher-order Markov processes and consists of the following steps: definition of each
component’s failure rate, probability of transitions between components, the optimal order of Markov process
and computation of the whole software system reliability itself.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the impact of computer system failures on society has different consequences – from minor
inconveniences (malfunctioning appliances) to the loss of human life (a refusal of flight control system or a
failure in the medical software). Therefore, it is important to determine the software reliability that not only
provides customers more confidence in the product, but also can reduce the cost of testing. In this paper,
according to [1], reliability means the probability of software execution during specified period of time under
particular circumstances without any failures. Many models for the software reliability analysis exist nowadays.
They are usually split into "white box" and "black box" models [2] depending on the use of information about
the architecture of software. It is clear that the "white box" model can describe the software reliability more
adequately as they evaluate the internal structure of software and interaction of its components. Therefore this
type of model is also called differently – models which are based on an architectural approach. These models are
divided into additive models, path-based and component-based models [3].
Component-based approach for software reliability assessment and prediction using Control Flow
graph to describe the software architecture [2, 3, 4] is the most common. Analysis of the reliability of this
approach is done using software Markov usage model [5, 6], which allows to avoid general assumptions about
failure intensity distributions and incorporate both the operational profile and test coverage explicitly and
automatically into reliability. Disadvantage of models which use component-based approach is usage of the
first-order Markov chain for software reliability modeling [1-4]. Such models simply don’t take into account the
interdependence of software components execution, which is a usual case in real software systems.
To count the mutual dependency of components execution in software usage model it is proposed to
use higher-order Markov chains (HOMC). This paper describes a method of reliability analysis of software
based on higher order Markov chains in order to improve the adequacy of software reliability prediction.
II.

MODEL OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY EVALUATION BASED ON HIGHER ORDER
MARKOV CHAINS
As mentioned, the usage of higher order Markov process will allow to assess the software reliability
more accurately. Based on the Gochale’s evaluation model of software reliability [7], the reliability of the whole
system is calculated as:
n

R 



Rl .

(1)

l 1

R l – reliability of each component, n – number of software components. Use of higher-order Markov process

(let N - the order of the model) in this model will result in next definition of each component’s reliability:
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,
To find V ij .. k l - the expected number of visits to component l depending on execution of previous N
0

components, a system of linear equations must be solved:
n 1
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,

(3)

i 1

p ij ... k l - probability of transition to component l depending on execution of previous N components; q ij ... k - initial

probability vector; t ij ... k l - execution time of component l which depends on execution of previous N
components.
Given the numerical values of all model parameters, the reliability of each component using formula
(2) and the value of reliability of the whole software system (1) can be calculated. This model is hierarchical,
because initially architectural model parameters are calculated and then the behavior of failures of each
component is taken into account to assess the software reliability.
Obviously the usage of HOMC introduces other important subtasks to be solved:
 Definition of failure rate  i (t ) of each software component;




Definition of the transition probability matrix;
Determination of the optimal order of Markov chain.
Approaches to resolve these issues are presented in the next sections.
III.

DETERMINATION OF THE FAILURE INTENSITY OF
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

Famous software reliability models can be used to calculate the failure rate of each component. Most of
these models are based on a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. Many existing models of software reliability can
be described within the inhomogeneous Poisson process [8-9]. Numerous empirical researches confirm the
validity of the models of this type [10]. Some models of the inhomogeneous Poisson process describe the
exponential increase of reliability, while others show the S-shaped growth, depending on the nature of the
phenomenon of reliability growth during testing [11]. The appearance of S-curve is explained with the various
factors and literature contains sufficient amount of models based on this form. In literature references S-like
growth is associated with different reasons: the interdependence of software defects [11], less efficient testing
on initial stages in comparison with following [12] and so on. To increase the degree of adequacy of existing
software reliability models based on a nonhomogeneous Poisson process and to take into account the impact of
model complexity on the behavior of software failure flow parameter a model of software reliability with
complexity index [13] is constructed and analyzed. In this model, flow failures parameter function is as below:
 i (t )   i  i

s 1 s

t e x p (   it ) ,

(4)

 i – coefficient which shows general amount of failures in the i-th software component;  i – coefficient which
shows general duration of testing process in the i-th software component, s- software complexity index, which
generalizes S-shaped models.

Obviously, for calculation  i (t ) of each component using this model it is necessary to make a test of
software system to obtain statistics of failures and their distribution in time. For higher data accuracy testing
should be performed with the maximum code coverage, which will allow identifying more failures. To ensure
this condition, the method of automated test scripts construction using either "white" or "black box" strategies
[14] based on a new variable state-based software usage model based on its variables [15], has been developed.
Variable state-based software usage model, which is an input parameter for the automated tests
0

1

construction, is shown as a directed graph G = {S, P}, where S = { S , S ,..., S

n

components S i , P – set of transitions between components. Each node of graph S
i

i

i

V change , V error }, where V used

} – set of software
i

i

is the set { V used ,

– set of variables and the corresponding equivalence classes used in the
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i

i

component S , list of variables that change in the component S i ; V change – list of variables that change in the
i

component S (this set is the union of the set of variables that can be changed by the user and tested with "black
box" method, and set of variables that can be changed only by the internal logic of the program and tested only
i

with "white" box testing); V error – the list of variables and corresponding incorrect equivalence classes, which
can cause failures in the software system. The importance of consideration of the usage of the software variables
during usage model construction, and construction of test cases based on this model, follows from the fact that
many software reliability analysis models use software metrics, which in turn take into account the use of
software variables.
It should be noted that the proposed test generation method [14] is iterative: firstly test suite without
information about the failure is constructed, and then after this set run on the software and getting the
information on detected failure, the next set of tests is built until failure will not be fixed. This method of
automated construction software test cases provides uniform code coverage and improves the efficiency of the
testing process, reducing the time, financial and human resources.

IV.

DETERMINATION OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES BETWEEN
COMPONENTS

Determination of transition probabilities between components is a difficult task today for
implementation. One way of solving this problem is approach, based on results of software execution
monitoring [16], since during software execution control is passed between components, and having the results
of the transmission management the transition rates between the components can be determined. To determine
the transition probabilities to the component Cj from Ci it is necessary to determine the ratio of the number of
transitions from Ci to Cj component to the total number of transitions from component Ci. To test the proposed
approach, the authors developed logger on Java. Designed logger lets to explore the software without making
any changes to the code. This approach makes it possible to define and refine the matrix of transition
probabilities between software components even at the stage of implementation and actual usage, with
consideration of real software usage scenarios by different classes of users. In addition to software reliability
prediction on the early stages of the software life cycle, which allows avoiding costly fixing of failures on the
later stages, determination of transition probabilities matrix can be done by analyzing the UML diagrams [17].
Transition probabilities matrix, more precisely its structure, can be created from the class diagram, but it should
be noted that it is impossible to obtain transition probabilities and time spent in the components. Using use-case
diagrams based on all use cases execution probabilities (or relative frequencies) the probability of execution of
software components and transitions between them can be estimated. Besides, using UML Sequence diagram,
we can get the number of transitions between the components and then easily determine the transition
probabilities matrix between them and the time spent in the component. After analyzing UML Sequence
Diagrams developed during the software design it is required to calculate the total number of transitions
between components and form a transition probabilities matrix according to the approach described above [16].
But it must be remembered that at this stage of the life cycle (design phase) software components design can
only be approximated, and mentioned probabilities are prior and based on expert estimates.
Another way to obtain a matrix of probabilities of transitions between the components is the use of
hidden Markov chains. As a result of their capabilities, hidden Markov models (HMMs) become more and more
frequently used in modeling. Examples include, eg, the detection of intrusion into software systems, fault
diagnosis, network traffic modeling, estimation and control, speech recognition, part-of-speech tagging and
genetic sequence analysis applications. There are three fundamental questions we might ask of an HMM. What
is the probability of an observed sequence? What is the most likely series of states to generate the observations.
And how can we learn values for the HMM's parameters P and B given some data? Where P is transitions
probabilities matrix and matrix B encodes the probability of hidden states generating output  k given that the
state at the corresponding time was s j [18]. Last and the most needed for us question is reached by using BaumWelch algorithm [19]. Notes on the Baum-Welch algorithm. Initial point for the Baum-Welch algorithm is a
completely initialized HMM. This means that the number of states, number of observation symbols, transition
probabilities, initial probabilities and observation probabilities need to be defined. The algorithm then iteratively
improves the model’s parameters λ = (P, B, q) until a (local) maximum in sequence likelihood is reached. In
each M-step, the expectation values of the previous E-step are used and vice versa. Several properties of the
algorithm can be derived from that:
 The number of states and the size of the alphabet are not changed by the algorithm.
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The model structure is not altered during the training process: if the reis no transition from
state s i to s j ( p ij  0 ) , the Baum-Welch algorithm will never change this.



Initialization should exploit as much a-priori knowledge as possible. If this is not possible, random
initialization can be used [20].
Therefore, to get transition probabilities matrix we need to switch to the hidden Markov model where
execution of one or other system component can be a hidden state, and possible observations - stop responding,
or the issuance program failures, system crashes at a certain stage of its implementation. To run the BaumWelsh algorithm, we need to initialize the transition matrix, the matrix of observations and initial state vector of
hidden Markov models and it need to have a sequence of system observations. On the output of the algorithm
the initial probability vector q and the transition probabilities matrix P, which can then be used in the district (3)
to calculate the expected number of visits to component i depending on visits to previous N components, are
received.

V.

DETERMINATION OF MARKOV CHAIN ORDER

Another problem to be solved in order to apply the higher-order Markov chains in the analysis of
software reliability is to determine the optimal order of Markov process, which depends on the software system
under research, in other words on the modeled object.
To determine the optimal order of Markov processes in the software reliability assessment tasks it is
proposed to use information criteria, namely criteria with penalty for complexity, because they are not tests of
hypothesis and do not use the significance level [21]. In [22] cases of application of these criteria based on the
number of observed data samples are shown.
Thus, when the size of empirical data set is small, BIC criterion should be used for the software
reliability behavior assessment, since it uses stronger penalties even when the sample size n> 8 (ln (n) k> 2k),
which should allow to avoid unwarranted increase in the optimal model order due to insufficient empirical data
and increases the probability of selecting "exact" model (assuming the existence of such model). When the set
of empirical data is large, criteria selection question remains open and requires experimental researches as AIC
on the one hand does not provide for "exact" model, and estimates the degree of proximity of the set of test
patterns to the "true" model, on the other hand the criterion BIC increases the probability of selecting "exact"
model (assuming the existence of the such model) with set size growth.

VI.

ESTIMATION OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY BASED ON HIGHER ORDER
MARKOV CHAINS

Thus, the process of software reliability analysis using HOMC that allows to count the mutual
dependencies between component executions and respectively model the process of software reliability analysis
more adequately, consists of the following two steps:
1. Definition of the input parameters of the model for evaluating the software reliability, that in turn has
a number of sub-tasks;
1.1. Determination of the failure rate of each component using "black box" models (proposed to use
software reliability model with a dynamic index of project complexity);
1.2. Calculation the transition probabilities matrix and components execution time (using the logger,
UML diagrams, Hidden Markov Process).
1.3. Obtaining of optimal order Markov process (depending on the size of the data sample used criteria
for AIC or BIC-family).
2. Evaluation of software reliability using MCHO.
Generalized scheme of this method is presented in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Schema of method for software reliability analysis based on HOMC.

VII.

CONCLUSION

The article describes the usage of higher order Markov chains for the problem of software reliability
modeling that allows consideration of the mutual dependencies in software components execution, as due to the
complexity of modern software architecture and the set of it’s usage scenarios, the assumption of independence
of the software component execution is not always true. As a result - the method for the analysis of software
reliability based on HOMC has been proposed and all of its subtasks with possible solutions have been
described. Namely, the software reliability model with a dynamic index of project complexity is considered to
obtain failure rate of each component; an example of the logger, UML diagrams, Hidden Markov Process to
calculate the transition probabilities matrix have been provided; depending on the size of the data set criteria of
AIC or BIC-family are being used to determine the optimal order Markov process; software reliability
estimation using HOMC.
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